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ABSTRACT
This paper introduces QFrag, a distributed system for graph search

on top of bulk synchronous processing (BSP) systems such as

MapReduce and Spark. Searching for patterns in graphs is an im-

portant and computationally complex problem. Most current dis-

tributed search systems scale to graphs that do not �t in main

memory by partitioning the input graph. For analytical queries,

however, this approach entails running expensive distributed joins

on large intermediate data.

In this paper we explore an alternative approach: replicating

the input graph and running independent parallel instances of

a sequential graph search algorithm. In principle, this approach

leads us to an embarrassingly parallel problem, since workers can

complete their tasks in parallel without coordination. However, the

skew present in natural graphs makes this problem a deceitfully
parallel one, i.e., an embarrassingly parallel problem with poor load

balancing. We therefore introduce a task fragmentation technique

that avoids stragglers but at the same time minimizes coordination.

Our evaluation shows that QFrag outperforms BSP-based systems

by orders of magnitude, and performs similar to asynchronous

MPI-based systems on simple queries. Furthermore, it is able to run

computationally complex analytical queries that other systems are

unable to handle.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Search is a fundamental primitive in every database. It is especially

important in graph databases, in which patterns of interest might be

hard to �nd manually. Informally, graph search implies executing

a query that speci�es a pattern of interest in the input graph. The

result of the query are subgraphs of the input graph that match

the pattern. This problem is known in the literature as subgraph
isomorphism.

A large number of systems handle graphs and o�er search ca-

pabilities: graph databases such as Neo4j,
1

many RDF stores [1, 16,

18, 26, 28], and distributed frameworks on Apache Spark such as

GraphFrames.
2

However, many of these systems are optimized to

run transactional queries with high selectivity. For example, the

popular LUBM benchmark for RDF search [14] mainly consists of

queries that start from a speci�c vertex and select a small number

of vertices up to few hops away (e.g., ‘Find all students who take

CS-101 at MIT’). This kind of query has a small intermediate state

and, in most cases, it can easily be answered by single-server sys-

tems such as Neo4j and RDF-3X [28]. The few distributed systems

among the existing solutions focus on scaling the same type of

queries to large graphs that do not �t in the memory of a single

server [1, 37].

While this problem has its own merit, there is currently a lack of

graph querying systems that can deal with lower selectivity analyti-
cal queries. These queries are usually part of a data analysis pipeline

in the context of complex graph analysis and mining work�ows.

Consider for example, queries that do not start from a speci�c ver-

tex, such as ‘Find pairs of students who attended the same course

but are not friends’, or ‘Find groups of three friends who studied at

three di�erent universities’. These queries have much lower selec-

tivity than the previous example because any university and course

could be involved in a match.

E�ciently running complex analytical graph queries is becom-

ing more and more important. Recent work proposes graphs as a

formalism to represent dependencies and structures in very large,

unstructured datasets, which are sometimes called “data lakes" or

“data oceans" [12, 25]. For example, Mavlyutov et al. [25] introduce

the concept of Dependency-Driven Analytics (DDA), where raw

data is mapped into a dependency graph, following some user-

de�ned rules, and then the graph can be explored to navigate the

data in a more understandable and organized way. When exam-

ining the system log of a big data system, for example, vertices

may represent the execution of a speci�c task t at a given time, a

job j, or a server s , and edges can express that task t is part of job

j, or that a speci�c execution of t has run on server s . Complex

1
http://neo4j.com

2
http://graphframes.github.io

http://neo4j.com
http://graphframes.github.io
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analytical queries such as “�nd all pairs of jobs having a task that
failed while running on the same server” can be useful in debugging.

Guider, a DDA tool used by Microsoft, aggregates multiple system

logs into a graph that �ts into the main memory of a single server,

and uses a standalone Neo4j instance to query it. But as we have

discussed previously, Neo4j is not optimized for complex analyti-

cal queries, which may thus require bypassing Neo4j and directly

sifting through the raw logs.

Despite their apparent simplicity, analytical queries such as

the ones presented above can quickly become computationally

intractable, even on small graphs. Our evaluation shows that exist-

ing systems are not able to deal with analytical queries involving

patterns of as few as three or four vertices, even on relatively small

graphs with one million vertices, which easily �t in the memory of

one server. This result is not surprising, given that the subgraph

isomorphism problem is NP-Complete [34]. Partitioning the input

graph introduces an additional communication bottleneck to an

already computationally complex problem.

Our proposal. In this paper we introduce QFrag, a framework for

distributed graph search that is speci�cally designed to deal with

computationally complex queries rather than with extremely large

graphs. QFrag is based on the insight that graph search is inherently

computationally expensive, and that many practical graphs �t the

(ever-growing) main memory of a single server, as also observed

more in general for data analytics workloads [32]. Therefore, the

design principle of QFrag is to distribute the computation, not the
data. As such, the input graph is replicated on several servers.

Replicating the input graph allows QFrag to reuse the decades

of research in sequential algorithms for subgraph isomorphism.

A simple approach to parallelize graph search is to have multiple

workers run a sequential pattern matching algorithm in parallel,

with each worker starting on a di�erent set of vertices. With this

approach, graph search becomes an embarrassingly parallel prob-

lem, as no coordination among workers is required. However, while

simple, this approach is not e�cient due to the skew present in

natural graphs. The overall running time is often clearly dominated

by a handful of workers, thus limiting the gains from increased

parallelism. We call this class of problems deceitfully parallel: prob-

lems that are embarrassingly parallel in principle, but exhibit poor

scalability due to load imbalance and stragglers.

Parallelization in QFrag. QFrag uses a task fragmentation ap-

proach to deal with deceitfully parallel problems. The technique

consists in subdividing a sequential task into a sequence of sequen-

tial subtasks. In the case of graph search, the sequential task matches

a query pattern starting from a speci�c vertex in the input graph

by using a sequential subgraph isomorphism algorithm. Without

task fragmentation, the system runs K instances of the sequential

tasks in parallel, where K is the number of workers, in one single

superstep. With task fragmentation, each task is split into H sub-

tasks, executed over H supersteps. The goal of task fragmentation

is to ensure that the execution times for subtasks in each superstep

are as uniform as possible. To this end, if the work associated with

a subtask is above average, task fragmentation redistributes some

of it across all workers, and executes it in the next superstep.

An important design choice of QFrag is that it runs on top of

bulk synchronous parallel (BSP) systems such as MapReduce [11]

and Spark [41]. QFrag can thus be easily integrated in data analytics

pipelines running on one of these platforms: for example, a pipeline

can use a tool for large-scale SQL-like queries to build a graph, then

QFrag to �lter subgraphs matching a pattern of interest, and �nally

run a user-de�ned function to analyze the subgraphs. Developing

such integrated pipelines is much needed by the industry, as also

reported by the authors of Guider [25]. The challenge with running

on top of BSP systems is the need to minimize coordination, which

is required for load redistribution. The replication of the input graph

and task fragmentation are key design choices to achieve this goal.

Thanks to its design, QFrag is faster than production-grade sys-

tems such as Neo4j and GraphFrames (based on Spark). It outper-

forms these systems by up to 2 and 3 orders of magnitude, respec-

tively, when running sequentially. The e�ciency of QFrag is such

that it runs more than one order of magnitude faster than Graph-

Frames on 320 workers, even when running sequentially. QFrag

matches the speed of asynchronous, MPI-based systems such as

TriAD on simple queries, while at the same time being able to

scale to more complex queries, which any other system is unable

to handle. This is because existing systems like GraphFrames and

TriAD scale out by partitioning the input graph, which leads to ad-

ditional coordination costs, and because task fragmentation further

improves the performance of QFrag by up to four times.

Clearly, this design philosophy results in some limitations in the

system. First and foremost, QFrag cannot process graphs which

do not �t in main memory. Nevertheless, in our experiments we

show that the computational limits are reached long before memory

becomes an issue. In addition, QFrag is geared towards analytical

workloads, rather than transactional ones. The design assumes

a read-only dataset and long-running analytical queries, and is

thus not suited for high-throughput low-latency transactional-style

queries.

Our contributions can be summarized as follows:

• we introduce QFrag, a distributed system for graph search based

on two main design principles:

• leveraging subgraph isomorphism rather than joins;

• distributing the computation rather than the data;

• QFrag parallelizes state-of-the-art algorithms for subgraph iso-

morphism; as a byproduct, we obtain the �rst distributed algo-

rithm for subgraph isomorphism;

• QFrag uses a task fragmentation approach to deal with skew in

the input graphs, which improves its performance by up to 4×

compared to a naïve approach;

• an extensive experimental evaluation shows superior perfor-

mance than other state-of-the-art distributed graph search sys-

tems in running complex analytical queries;

2 TASK FRAGMENTATION
Task fragmentation is a technique to parallelize the execution of

deceitfully parallel sequential algorithms. It is particularly suited

for algorithms running on BSP systems that can observe stragglers.

System model and requirements. We consider systems where

workers coordinate via a BSP approach, by which a computation

consists of one or more supersteps [40]. In each superstep, a worker
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Figure 1: Overview of a single step (subtask) when applying task fragmentation.

processes input messages sent by the other workers in the previous

superstep, updates its local state, and sends messages to other work-

ers, if necessary. All workers execute supersteps synchronously: a

superstep starts only after all messages from the previous superstep

have been delivered. This fact has two important implications for

performance. First, workers interrupt computation while they send

messages to other workers and wait for their messages. Minimizing

the size of the messages maximizes the amount of time spent doing

computation. Second, the time taken by each worker to complete

its computation should be balanced, lest workers end up being

idle waiting for some other straggler. Task fragmentation allows to

balance load while minimizing coordination by making sure that

workers take approximately the same time to complete a superstep.

We consider a task that is executed by a set of K workers, each

running on a di�erent server and having some local state. Each

worker k receives a set of initial input data items I0k at the beginning

of the computation. The following discussion describes the execu-

tion of a single BSP superstep, but the technique can be applied to

algorithms executing multiple supersteps. For each data item in I0k ,

each worker can execute the sequential algorithm for the superstep

from beginning to end, and thus produce a partial output without

requiring any coordination with other workers. Task fragmentation

introduces additional coordination to avoid stragglers.

Technique. At a high level, task fragmentation breaks the task T
into a sequence of subtasks ST 1, . . . , STH

to be executed over H

supersteps. Each subtask STh takes a data item as input and outputs

a set of data items, which are intermediate results to be used as

input for the next subtask STh+1. The intermediate results consist

of a list of arbitrary data items, similar to a data�ow computation.

Fragmentation provides opportunities to balance load by sharing

the work associated with the intermediate results.

The intermediate results are split into two groups, regulars and

outliers, according to a cost function that estimates the execution

time for the next subtask on the given data item. Processing regular

intermediate results is expected to take approximately the same

time at each worker, so they are locally processed by the next

subtask in the same worker and in the same superstep h. Processing

regular items immediately and locally reduces the amount of data

that needs to be shu�ed over the network. Conversely, outliers are

the intermediate results that cause skew in the execution time per

worker, so they are split, shu�ed to other workers, and processed

in the following superstep.

Figure 1 shows task fragmentation for a single worker k . The

initial inputs and intermediate results are de�ned as follows. Super-

step h starts with processing the input set Mh
k . For the �rst subtask,

Mh
k is the set of initial inputs I0k . For the following subtasks, it repre-

sents the union of all the splits of the outlier data items produced by

each worker during the previous subtask STh−1 and sent to worker

k :

Mh
k =




I0k if h = 1⋃
j ∈[K ]

Oh−1
j→k if h > 1

where the set Oh−1
denotes outliers produced in the previous su-

perstep h1, and the subscript j → k denotes items produced by

worker j and sent to worker k .

The subtask STh produces a set of intermediate results. These

intermediate results, together with the output of the execution of

the current subtask in the previous superstep, are the input for the

outlier detection algorithm

Ihk = STh (Mh
k )
⋃

ŜT
h
(Rh−1k ).

The outlier detection algorithm outlier() separates these items

into two groups, according to a speci�ed cost model: Oh
k is the set

of outliers, Rhk is the set of the remaining regular data items.

Outlier detection must guarantee that the load on each worker

for its local regular items is balanced. Therefore, the regular items

are passed to the next subtask immediately and locally, and produce

a new set of intermediate results for the next superstep. We denote

this execution of the next subtask as ŜT
h+1

.

The outlier data items are sent to a split() operator, which takes

care of spreading the load of these items across all the workers, and

thus create the input for the next superstep Mh+1
∗ . This operator

splits the outliers into groups with balanced cost, and sends each

group (called a split) to a di�erent worker.

Applicability. Fragmentation is suitable for tasks where it is pos-

sible to: (i) partition the input in data items, such that each of them

can be processed in parallel by a task without coordination, (ii)
split the task into a sequence of subtasks, (iii) express intermediate

results as a set of data items, (iv) provide a cost function for each
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data item, and �nally (v) split outliers into a set of data items with

similar cost.

The �rst three points are related to the system model we de-

scribed before. The cost function mentioned in the fourth point

estimates the running time of processing a data item in the next

subtask. More precisely, for each subtask STh , there must exist a

cost function ch that takes a data item i ∈ Ih−1∗ as input and returns

an estimate of the time it will take STh to process i . Outlier detec-

tion uses the cost function to guarantee that the cost of processing

the regular data items at each worker is balanced, based on some

probabilistic assumptions. Finally, the split operator must generate

balanced splits for the outlier data items.

In this paper, we show how to use task fragmentation to par-

allelize graph search, and speci�cally for tree-based subgraph iso-

morphism algorithms such as TurboISO [19]. We believe that task

fragmentation is interesting in its own regard and can be applied to

other problems beyond graph search, however such generalization

is beyond the scope of the current paper and left for future work.

3 SUBGRAPH ISOMORPHISM
QFrag is the �rst distributed system which uses subgraph isomor-

phism for search. This section gives some background on existing

subgraph isomorphism algorithms.

We start by introducing the problem of subgraph isomorphism,

and describe the general structure of algorithms that solve this

problem, all of which share many similarities.

3.1 Problem De�nition
Let G = (VG ,EG ,LG ) be an undirected labeled data graph, where

VG is the set of vertices ofG , EG ⊆ VG ×VG is the set of undirected

edges, and LG is a labeling function which maps a vertex or an edge

to a set of labels. Let Q = (VQ ,EQ ,LQ ) be an undirected labeled

query graph. Informally, a subgraph isomorphism is a subgraph of

the data graph which matches the query graph. In the subgraph iso-

morphism jargon, the terms subgraph isomorphism and embedding

can be used interchangeably. A partial embedding is a subgraph of

the data graph that at least partially matches the query graph. Each

embedding corresponds to a mapping between query vertices and

the vertices of the embedding. This mapping is typically de�ned as

an injective function, i.e., a data vertex can map to only one query

vertex. However, subgraph isomorphism algorithms can be trivially

adapted to relax this constraint.

3.2 Tree-Based Algorithms
We now describe more in details the characteristic of state-of-the-

art sequential subgraph isomorphism algorithms such as TurboISO

and subsequent work [4, 19, 29]. We call these algorithms tree-based
because they start by transforming the query graph into a spanning

tree and by matching this tree. To clarify the mapping between task

fragmentation and subgraph isomorphism, we describe the latter

in terms of two phases, tree building and embedding enumeration,

which correspond to two subtasks. We now describe these phases

more in detail.

Tree building phase. The goal of the �rst phase is to quickly

identify the subgraphs that might match the query. It produces a

q1

q2 q5

q3 q4 q6

Spanning tree
Cross-edge

Figure 2: Example of query graph Q . The full edges are part
of the spanning query tree Qt , the dashed edges are cross-
edges. The vertex IDs denote the depth-�rst order in which
vertices are matched in the tree building phase.

set of candidate trees, which are used by the subsequent embedding

enumeration phase.

The �rst step in the tree building phase is to identify a root vertex

sQ ∈ VQ in the query graph. Di�erent algorithms use di�erent

heuristics for this selection. For example, TurboISO favors query

vertices that have higher degree in the query graph and whose label

has fewer matches in the data graph. Next, the algorithm creates

a spanning query tree Qt in the query graph, via a breadth-�rst

exploration from sQ . The edges of the query graph that are not

included in the spanning tree are called cross-edges. Figure 2 shows

an example of a spanning query tree.

After identifying a spanning tree in Q , the tree building phase

builds a candidate tree CT (r ) for each vertex r ∈ VG of the data

graph that matches the root of the spanning query tree sQ . The

root node of a candidate treeCT (r ) is the vertex r . The other nodes

of the tree are sets of vertices in VG called domains. Each node

in the candidate tree, i.e., each domain, corresponds to a node in

the spanning query tree. For example, a candidate tree CT (r ) for

the spanning query tree of Figure 2 has a root r matching q1, two

level-one domains D (q2) and D (q5) corresponding to q2 and q5
respectively, and three level-two domains.

The tree building phase matches one query vertex at a time,

according to a depth-�rst order on the spanning query tree. It

builds a domain by adding neighbors of the vertices in the parent

domain. For example, when matching q3, it adds v to D (q3) if v has

the same label as q3 and there exists a vertex v ′ ∈ D (q2) such that

the edge (v ′,v ) has the same label as the edge (q2,q3).
Figure 3 shows how TurboISO stores the candidate tree for the

spanning query tree of Figure 2. Each domain D (qi ) consists of

a set of candidate subregions, where CS (qi ,vj ) is the set of data

vertices that match qi and that can be reached from a vertex vj in

the parent domain.

Embedding enumeration phase. The embedding enumeration

phase enumerates partial embeddings based on the candidate tree.

For each candidate tree CT (r ), it checks whether the cross-edges

required by the query graph are present. Partial embeddings are

reproduced in a depth-�rst order, although the order in which

the domains of a tree are visited can be changed for e�ciency on

a tree-by-tree basis. Consider for example the candidate tree of

Figure 3, where the query vertices and the domains are explored

in the order 〈q1,q2,q3,q4,q5,q6〉. A possible reordering that still

induces a depth-�rst visit is 〈q1,q5,q6,q2,q4,q3〉.
The order of query vertices for a given candidate tree CT (r ) is

called matching order. In the example of Figure 3, if the matching
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r
v1

v2

CS(q2,r)

⠸

CS(q3,v1)

⠸

CS(q3,v2)

⠸

CS(q4,v2)

⠸

CS(q4,v1)

⠸

CS(q6,v3)

⠸

CS(q6,v4)

⠸

CS(q6,v5)

v3

v4

v5

CS(q5,r)

D(q1) D(q2) D(q3) D(q4) D(q5) D(q6)

Figure 3: Example of candidate tree for the query graph in
Figure 2. The candidate tree represents the candidate tree
CT (r ) for root data vertex r . Boxes represent candidate sub-
regions. Dashed lines show domains D (qi ), which are sorted
in the order in which query vertices are matched during the
tree building phase. Edges are parent-child relationships in
the spanning query tree.

order of CT (r ) is 〈q1,q5,q6,q2,q4,q3〉 and the current partial em-

bedding is M = 〈r ,v3〉 matching 〈q1,q5〉, the next vertices to be

added to M are the ones in CS (q6,v3). Di�erent algorithms use

di�erent reordering heuristics to determine matching orders. Each

candidate tree can have a di�erent matching order, based on the

cardinality of its domains. We consider TurboISO’s heuristic, which

orders �rst the paths having more cross edges and whose leaves

have smaller cardinality. These paths have higher selectivity, so

they are more likely to reduce the number of embeddings that need

to be enumerated.

Cost of the two phases. Tree building is much faster than em-

bedding enumeration, as it does not require rebuilding complete

embeddings. Consider, for instance, the candidate tree of Figure 3.

In order to populate the domainD (q6), it is su�cient to scan all data

vertices in D (q5). For each vertex, we add to D (q6) all the neighbors

that match the label of the query vertex q6 and of the edge (q5,q6).
Therefore, tree building visits the elements of a domain D only once

(or never, if D corresponds to a leaf of the spanning query tree).

Embedding enumeration, instead, entails enumerating all the

combinations of vertices (one for each domain) that constitute an

embedding. Consider again the candidate tree of Figure 3. Embed-

dings are enumerated in a depth-�rst fashion by adding vertices

from one domain at a time. The algorithm starts building the partial

embedding 〈r 〉, then 〈r ,v1〉, and so on. After reaching the maximum

size of an embedding, which is six in our example, the enumeration

backtracks and considers other branches.

To see why embedding enumeration is more complex, we look

at vertex v3 ∈ D (q5) of Figure 3. As discussed previously, tree

building visits v3 only once. We now count the times v3 is visited

during the embedding enumeration phase. Assume that the match-

ing order is 〈q1,q2,q3,q4,q5,q6〉. The query graph of Figure 2 has

cross edges between q3, q4, and q6. Therefore, we must enumerate

all embeddings corresponding to all the combinations of vertices

matching q3, q4, and q6, and check the cross edges among these

vertices. This implies considering, among others, all combinations

of embeddings of the form 〈r ,v1,vi ,vj ,v3〉, where vi ∈ CS (q3,v1)
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Figure 4: Per-tree distribution of enumeration times for Q5u
(unlabeled triangles) on Patent and LiveJournal. The Live-
Journal graph has a much more skewed workload.

and vj ∈ CS (q4,v1). Therefore, vertex v3 in D (q5) will be vis-

ited at least |CS (q3,v1) | × |CS (q4,v1) | times. Considering also em-

beddings of the form 〈r ,v2,vi ,vj ,v3〉, we obtain that v3 is visited

( |CS (q3,v1) | × |CS (q4,v1) |) + ( |CS (q3,v2) | × |CS (q4,v2) |) times in

total.

4 QFRAG
The QFrag distributed graph search framework aims at scaling out

the execution of tree-based sequential subgraph isomorphism algo-

rithms. Its parallelization policy is an instance of the general task

fragmentation template described in Section 2. In order to test the

e�cacy of our proposal, we implement two di�erent parallelization

policies for QFrag, embarrassingly parallel and task fragmentation,

which we describe in the following.

4.1 Embarrassingly Parallel
The initial task for QFrag is a sequential tree-based subgraph isomor-

phism algorithm based on TurboISO, as described in the previous

section. The embarrassingly parallel policy assigns the starting data

vertex with ID v to the worker h(v ) modp, where p is the number

of workers and h a hash function. The entire task, comprising both

phases of the algorithm (tree building and embedding enumera-

tion) described in Section 3, is run until completion by the assigned

worker in one BSP superstep. The embarrassingly parallel nature

of this policy stems from the fact that in QFrag each worker has

access to a full copy of the input graph, and thus it has all the infor-

mation to execute the complete subgraph isomorphism algorithm

on a candidate tree.

This policy is simple and e�ective, but has a major limitation. It

is well known that many natural graphs are characterized by skew:

some vertices are connected to a much larger set of neighbors than

others. Indeed, the vertex degrees often follow a power-law distri-

bution [7, 13]. As a result, the size of a candidate region, and thus

the amount of work for each root data vertex, can vary signi�cantly.

Figure 4 reports the per-candidate-tree distribution of running

time of the embedding enumeration phase for two input graphs:

Patent, a citation graph, and LiveJournal, a social network (see Sec-

tion 5 for more details). The query graph is an unlabeled triangle.

The plot, in log-log scale, shows that the range of execution times

spans �ve to six orders of magnitude. In addition, the most expen-

sive trees in the LiveJournal graph take one order of magnitude

longer than in the Patent graph. Such heavy skew in the workload

hinders e�ective parallelization of the algorithm.
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Figure 5: Cumulative execution time per worker with Em-
barrassingly Parallel and Task Fragmentation paralleliza-
tion (sum of the two phases) for an example query (Q5u, tri-
angles). For a skewed graph such as LiveJournal, Task Frag-
mentation creates a much more uniform workload distribu-
tion, which is more amenable to parallelization. For a less
skewed graph, such as Patent, the gain from Task Fragmen-
tation is not signi�cant enough to compensate the overhead,
thus making it slightly more expensive than the Embarrass-
ingly Parallel policy.

The embarrassingly parallel policy uniformly partitions root ver-

tices, and thus candidate trees, among the workers in the system.

The per-worker skew is lower than the per-tree skew due to aggre-

gation, as shown in Figure 5. For graphs that are not very skewed,

such as Patent, the embarrassingly parallel policy is adequate, and

task fragmentation performs similarly. However, for skewed graphs

such as LiveJournal the di�erence in load among workers is still

signi�cant, so task fragmentation results in a substantial speedup.

4.2 Task Fragmentation
The problem of skew motivates us to use task fragmentation to

balance the load in presence of outlier candidate trees, which are

expensive candidate trees which carry a disproportionate amount

of work.

By using task fragmentation, QFrag is able to share the load

of processing heavy trees across the workers. Balancing load in

our setting is particularly challenging because graph exploration

with local graph access is extremely fast compared to the cost

of coordination. In order to minimize the cost of rebalancing, task

fragmentation focuses on identifying the few heavy trees that cause

most of the work. The pseudocode for task fragmentation in QFrag

is illustrated in Algorithm 1.

Fragmenting to subtasks. The initial task for QFrag is a sequen-

tial tree-based subgraph isomorphism algorithm, as described in the

previous section. QFrag subdivides the sequential graph exploration

Algorithm 1: Task Fragmentation for graph search - worker k

input : I 0k : Set of root vertices assigned to worker k
input :G : Data graph, Q : query graph

output : All subgraphs of G matching Q

Superstep 1

foreach v ∈ C do
CT (r ) ← tree building(v );
if |T | < k then

add CT (r ) to T ;

else
next← CT (r );
CT (rm ) ← CT (r ) ∈ T with minimum cost;

if cost(CT (r )) > CT (rm ) then
replace CT (rm ) with CT (r ) in T ;

next← CT (rm );
Ek (r ) ← embedding enumeration(next);
output Ek (r );

foreach CT (r ) ∈ T do
{CTk→1

(r ), . . . , CTk→K (r ) } ← split(CT (r ));
foreach i ∈ [1, K ] do

send CTk→i (r ) to worker i ;

Superstep 2

M ← set of received candidate trees;

foreach CT (r ) ∈ S do
Ek (r ) ← embedding enumeration(CT (r ));
output Ek (r );

logic into two subtasks, tree building and embedding enumeration,

which correspond to the two phases described in Section 3. The

tree building function (i.e., ST 1
in the notation of Section 2) takes

as input one root vertex r ∈ VG and outputs a candidate treeCT (r )
as intermediate result. A worker can receive multiple root vertices

as input and produce multiple candidate trees. The embedding

enumeration function (i.e., ST 2
) takes as input one candidate tree

CT (r ) and outputs the set of embeddings of the query graph that

are rooted in r . Following the notation of Section 2, I0k is the set of

root vertices received by worker k . Each root vertex represents a

data item in I0k and generates a candidate tree, which is a data item

in the I1k set. Each �nal output embedding is a data item in I2k .

The execution time of tree building is orders of magnitude

smaller than the one of embedding enumeration, as we have

discussed in Section 3.2. Therefore, determining a good partitioning

of the root vertices to give as initial input to tree building is not

very important in terms of global execution time, because any skew

that might arise is not relevant in absolute terms. Focusing on

balancing the load of embedding enumeration is thus su�cient.

QFrag runs the subtasks on a distributed system with multiple

workers. It ensures that each worker has a local, read-only copy

of the input query and data graphs. Each subtask has access to

this input. Many subgraph isomorphism algorithm perform a pre-

processing of the query graph, for example in order to build the

spanning query tree, or to identify symmetries in the query graph

that can simplify enumeration. QFrag executes this preprocessing

locally at each worker. The initialization code must be deterministic

so that each worker can independently initialize the state without

coordination.

Outlier detection. The outlier detection policy for graph search is

simple: the outlier candidate trees are the top κ% trees by estimated
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cost for the next subtask. In the �rst superstep, each worker per-

forms tree building, and computes the estimated cost of each tree

CT (r ) it builds by using a cost function that we describe shortly.

Each worker also keeps a priority queue T of the top κ% most ex-

pensive trees it has built so far (outliers). Candidate trees that are

not added to T , or that are added and later removed (i.e., regular

trees), are given as input to the embedding enumeration function

in the �rst superstep. The outlier trees are split into multiple split
candidate trees, one per worker, by a split function. The goal of

the split function is to produce splits of equal cost. Each split can-

didate tree is sent to a di�erent worker. Workers process the split

candidate trees in the second superstep. The algorithm gives the

received splits as input to the embedding enumeration function,

which returns additional embeddings matching the query graph.

After evaluating di�erent values ofκ, we found that the valueκ =
0.1% works well across di�erent graphs and queries. We conducted

sensitivity analysis on a variety of datasets and queries and noted

that the query execution time is not very sensitive to moderate

variations of this parameter. This is because the execution time in

skewed graphs is typically dominated by very few outliers.

We now discuss the function we use to estimate the cost of a

tree, and therefore to �nd outliers, and the algorithm we use to split

trees.

Cost estimation. A precise estimation of the cost of the embed-

ding enumeration subtask depends on the speci�cs of the algorithm

at hand. For example, di�erent versions of TurboISO use di�erent

optimizations match cross-edges, which may sometimes avoid enu-

merating some combinations of embeddings [22]. Other algorithms

do not immediately enumerate all the partial embeddings in the

candidate tree [4]. QFrag does not require a very precise cost es-

timation, since it only needs to discriminate heavy trees from the

rest. Therefore, its cost function is simply a heuristic approximating

the number of di�erent embeddings that a given candidate tree can

generate.

A candidate treeCT (r ) associates a domain to each query vertex

except the root r . Let Dr be the singleton domain containing only

r . Let Dl be a leaf domain. We estimate the cost of Dl as

c (Dl ) = |Dl |.

The cost of an internal node D is the product of the costs of its

children times the size of the domain

c (D) = |D | ×
∏

D′∈Children(D)

c (D ′).

Finally, we compute the cost of the candidate tree CT (r ) as the

cost of its root

cost (CT (r )) = c (Dr ). (1)

This metric is not entirely accurate but it is a good approxima-

tion in many cases. Outlier detection does not require an accurate

cost function: it is su�cient to have a cost function that assigns a

relatively higher weight to the trees that require the longest enu-

meration time. Figure 6 shows the correlation between this cost

metric and the execution time of the embedding enumeration

function for each candidate tree of the LiveJournal graph (see Sec-

tion 5) with an unlabeled triangle query (Q5u). The cost function is

able to reliably identify the heaviest candidate trees, even if it tends
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Figure 6: Correlation between estimated cost of a candi-
date tree (as per Equation 1) and its enumeration time for
the LiveJournal graph with query Q5u (unlabeled triangles).
Each point represents one candidate tree. The cost function
of Equation 1 is able to reliably identify the most expensive
trees.

to be conservative and to underestimate the pruning opportunities

present in large trees.

Splitting. The split function partitions a candidate tree into mul-

tiple split candidate trees and makes sure that there is one split per

worker. It selects one split domain D, partitions the vertices in D
and in its children domains among the splits, and copies all other

domains that are not children of D. In other words, QFrag splits the

Cartesian product over the domain of a single query vertex.

Given that the embedding enumeration function enumerates

the Cartesian product of the domains in independent branches of

the candidate tree, splitting along any su�ciently large domain (i.e.,

with at least one vertex per worker) yields similarly sized splits.

Thus, QFrag selects a level-one domain (i.e., a child of the root

domain) as split domain. More speci�cally, QFrag selects the �rst

domain in the matching order. This is the �rst domain (after the

root domain) to be visited in the embedding enumeration phase, so

splitting it in equal parts gives the highest likelihood of splitting

the load in a balanced manner.

In order to split a domain D (uq ), the system partitions its ele-

ments across the newly created splits of the candidate tree, and we

say that uq is split. For instance, let a vertexv ′G ∈ CS (uq ,vG ) be as-

signed to a certain split. All children candidate subregionsCS (u ′q , ∗)

reachable through v ′G are also assigned to the same candidate tree

split. At the end of the splitting process, all other candidate subre-

gions for query vertices that have not been split are copied over to

every candidate tree split.

Referring to the example of Figure 3, QFrag produces two splits

s1 and s2, each with half of the candidate subregionCS (q2, r ). There-

fore, s1 includes CS (q2, r ) = {v1} and s2 includes CS (q2, r ) = {v2}.
Then, QFrag partitions candidate subregions that are reachable

from the split candidate subregion, so s1 also includes CS (q3,v1)
and CS (q4,v1), which are reachable from v1, whereas s2 includes

CS (q3,v2) and CS (q4,v2). Finally, all remaining candidate subre-

gions are copied to both splits s1 and s2.
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Table 1: Statistics for the graphs used for the evaluation:
number of vertices |V |, edges |E |, and labels |L|; average µd ,
standard deviation σd , and coe�cient of variation CVd =
σd/µd of the degree distribution.

Name |V | |E | |L | µd σd CVd

Patent 2.7mln 14mln 37 5.09 13.94 2.74

YouTube 4.6mln 44mln 108 9.58 27.30 2.85

Orkut 3.1mln 117mln 0 38.14 168.29 4.41

LiveJournal 4.8mln 43mln 0 8.84 54.22 6.13

This algorithm for splitting candidate trees has two correct-

ness properties. First, the splitting algorithm does not generate

redundant embeddings: the embeddings in di�erent splits do not

overlap. To see why this property holds, consider an embedding

e = 〈v1, . . . ,vn〉 that is generated from the original tree before the

split and let i be the index of the split domain. By construction,

vertex vi of e can only be assigned to a single split since its domain

is partitioned, so e cannot be generated from two di�erent splits.

The second correctness property of the splitting algorithm is that

no embedding is lost. Consider again the embedding e discussed

previously. We know that its vertex vi is assigned to a single split s .
Consider now another vertex vj in e with j , i . Let CSi and CSj be

the candidate subregions containing vertex vi and vj , respectively.

If CSj is reachable from CSi , then by construction CSj is assigned

to the same split s asvi . IfCSj is not reachable fromCSi , thenCSj is

will be replicated on all splits, again by construction. In both cases,

an embedding containing both vertices vi and vj is generated by

running embedding enumeration on s .

Implementation.We implemented QFrag in Java on top of Hadoop

YARN and Apache Giraph. Our implementation does not follow a

“think like a vertex" approach: it uses Giraph as a BSP execution

engine. The two steps of Algorithm 1 correspond to synchronous

supersteps according to the Bulk Synchronous Parallel (BSP) model.

QFrag’s inputs are the data and query graphs, which are provided

as HDFS paths. Its output is the set of matches, which can be either

printed or written to HDFS. We plan to implement QFrag also as a

Spark library and to release it as open source.

5 EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
In this section, we evaluate the performance of QFrag versus alter-

native computation paradigms. Our aim is to discover the limits

of the systems and understand how they behave under signi�cant

workloads.

We focus on the following research questions:

RQ1: What is the performance of QFrag compared to the baselines

in sequential execution;

RQ2: What is the performance of QFrag compared to the baselines

in distributed execution;

RQ3: What is the impact of using task fragmentation over an

embarrassingly parallel implementation.
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Figure 7: Queries used in the evaluation. The queries repre-
sent four di�erent topologies: chains (Q1-Q2), trees (Q3-Q4),
cycles (Q5-Q6), andmixed (Q7-Q8).We consider two variants
of each query. In the labeled version, the label of each vertex
is mapped, in alphabetical order, to themost frequent labels
of each graph in decreasing order of frequency, i.e., ‘a’ rep-
resent the most frequent label in the graph, ‘b’ the second
most frequent, and so on. In the unlabeled (structural) ver-
sion, the query vertices are unlabeled so any data vertex can
match every query vertex.

5.1 Experimental Setup

Datasets. The input graphs are medium to large scale, as shown

in Table 1. Patent [17] contains citation edges between US Patents

between January 1963 and December 1999; the label of a patent is

the year when it was granted. YouTube [8] lists crawled videos and

their related videos posted from February 2007 to July 2008. The

label is a combination of a video’s rating and length. Orkut and

LiveJournal are social networks from the KONECT archive, and

are unlabeled.
3

These two datasets have much higher skew in the

degree distribution (see the coe�cient of variation CV in Table 1),

and are therefore more challenging for load balancing.

Queries. We generate queries for these datasets in a programmatic

fashion. We start with 8 template query topologies, as shown in

Figure 7. These queries are similar to ones already used in the litera-

ture [23]. These topologies present a variety of chains, trees, cycles,

and mixed ones, and are mostly taken from the literature [2]. Some

queries, such as Q5 and Q6, have direct applications to network

evolution models and recommender systems [15, 24]. We consider

two variants for each query. In the labeled variant, we instantiate

these queries for each dataset by applying a label to each vertex

in the template. It assigns label ‘a’ in the query template to the

most frequent label in the given graph, label ‘b’ to the second most

frequent, and so on. In the unlabeled variant, we use these queries

as structural queries: the query vertices can match any data vertex.

We append the letter u to the name of the queries in their unlabeled

version, as in Q5u.

3
http://konect.uni-koblenz.de/networks/orkut-links,

http://konect.uni-koblenz.de/networks/soc-LiveJournal1

http://konect.uni-koblenz.de/networks/orkut-links
http://konect.uni-koblenz.de/networks/soc-LiveJournal1
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Figure 8: Response time with labeled queries and sequential
execution, in log scale. Each dot in the graph represents one
of the eight test queries in Figure 7.

Two of our input datasets are labeled, while the other two are

unlabeled. We run both labeled and unlabeled queries on the labeled

graphs (Patent and YouTube), and only unlabeled queries on the

unlabeled graphs (Orkut and LiveJournal).

Environment. We run our experiments on a cluster of 10 servers.

Each server has 2 Intel Xeon E5-2670@2.67GHz CPUs with a total

of 32 execution cores and 256GB of RAM. The servers are connected

with a dual 10 GbE network. We con�gure Hadoop 2.6.0 so that

each physical server contains a single worker with 32 execution

slots.

Baselines. We use four di�erent systems as baselines:

Neo4j is a popular production-grade graph database.
4

The data-

base is centralized and spawns a single thread per query. We

use Neo4j community version 2.3.2.

VF2 is a well-known algorithm for sub-graph isomorphism [10].

We use the implementation available in the C++ Boost library.
5

We did not use TurboISO as baseline because its source code is

not available.

TriAD is a state-of-the-art distributed shared-nothing RDF en-

gine implemented in C++ and MPI [16]. The system is based

on an asynchronous distributed join algorithm which uses a

partitioned locality-based index.

GraphFrames (GF) is the Apache Spark
6

package that extends

Spark’s functionality to handle graph datasets as native Spark

DataFrames. GraphFrames
7

provides a high-level API for query-

ing the graph, and transform the queries in an optimized Spark-

SQL execution plan. Therefore, it is based on executing dis-

tributed joins on top of Spark. We use the latest available ver-

sion of GraphFrames available on GitHub as of May 2016
8

and

run it on the latest stable version of Spark (1.6.1).

For each system, we report the query response time, excluding

loading the graph and any initial pre-processing and indexing, and

including the output phase.

5.2 Sequential E�ciency (RQ1)
In this �rst experiment we compare QFrag with the other systems

running sequentially. The goal of this experiment is to quantify

4
http://neo4j.com

5
http://www.boost.org/doc/libs/master/libs/graph/doc/vf2_sub_graph_iso.html

6
http://spark.apache.org

7
http://graphframes.github.io

8
http://github.com/graphframes/graphframes/tree/8a7f973422f0302496a0dfbc0dabbdc2db6af338
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Figure 10: Response time of TriAD (32 processes) vs. QFrag
(32 workers) using labeled queries. Each dot represents one
test query.

the overhead that might be present in QFrag, compared to other

solutions, including ones that are sequential (e.g., VF2) or other

distributed solutions speci�cally designed for graph search (e.g.,

TriAD). For this evaluation we use labeled queries, because they

can be executed by all systems in sequential mode.

Figure 8 reports the running times of all 8 labeled test queries for

the labeled datasets on the systems running in sequential mode. We

plot the graph in log scale because di�erent systems have very dif-

ferent running times. Overall, QFrag is one of the two best systems,

together with TriAD, and outperforms the other competitors by

orders of magnitude. QFrag outperforms TriAD for more complex,

long running queries, where gains are more signi�cant in absolute

terms. For example, with Q8 QFrag is 3× and 16× faster than TriAD

on Patent and YouTube, respectively. VF2 does not scale to larger

graphs gracefully, and indeed, it is the slowest system on YouTube.

For complex queries such as Q8, QFrag is 327× and 2088× faster on

Patent and YouTube, respectively. Neo4j o�ers reliable performance,

even though the response times are not lightning fast. Possibly, the

focus on non-functional aspects such as durability and persistence,

and the fact that it is a disk based system, put a lower bound on the

response times. For all queries QFrag is typically at least one order

of magnitude faster than Neo4j. GraphFrames (GF) is one of the

slowest system. While it scales pretty well, as shown next, its addi-

tional overhead is too high to compete with other systems. QFrag

is regularly faster than GF by more than two orders of magnitude.

Overall, these results show that QFrag does not sacri�ce e�-

ciency for scalability, rather it is competitive with centralized and

highly optimized implementations. This is not surprising given that

QFrag implements TurboISO, a state of the art sequential subgraph

isomorphism algorithm.

http://neo4j.com
http://www.boost.org/doc/libs/master/libs/graph/doc/vf2_sub_graph_iso.html
http://spark.apache.org
http://graphframes.github.io
http://github.com/graphframes/graphframes/tree/8a7f973422f0302496a0dfbc0dabbdc2db6af338
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Figure 11: Fraction of queries that each system is able to suc-
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tems are able to run labeled queries, andwhile no other base-
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runs half of them. Note that Orkut and LiveJournal are unla-
beled graphs sowe consider only unlabeled queries, whereas
in Patent and Youtube only half of the queries we consider
are unlabeled.

5.3 Distributed E�ciency (RQ2)
The purpose of this second experiment is to compare QFrag to other

distributed solutions, namely, TriAD and GraphFrames. Both these

systems partition the input graph across the worker machines, and

rely on distributed joins to answer graph search queries. QFrag takes

a di�erent approach: it replicates the input graph on the workers,

and uses graph exploration to distribute the work. In other words,

QFrag distributes the computation, not the data.

Labeled queries.We �rst compare QFrag with GraphFrames, which

is the system that is most similar to QFrag in terms of technol-

ogy. It is also an in-memory graph search system built on top of

Hadoop, and like QFrag, it lets workers coordinate via synchro-

nized communication steps. We compare GraphFrames running

with a parallelism of 320 (the maximum possible on our cluster)

to the sequential version of QFrag (Figure 9). GraphFrames shows

good scalability compared to its running time in the sequential

mode, reported in Figure 8. The improvement is typically around

one order of magnitude. However, this is still not su�cient to out-

perform the sequential execution of QFrag, which is still more than

one order of magnitude faster across all queries. Therefore, Graph-

Frames shows a high COST (con�guration to outperform single

thread) [27]. Conversely, QFrag does not present this problem.

Next, we compare QFrag to TriAD. The two systems use very

di�erent technology stacks: TriAD is implemented in C++ and

runs on top of a tailored, asynchronous MPI platform, whereas

QFrag is written in Java and runs on top of a Hadoop-based BSP

system. Coordination in a BSP system is much more expensive

than in MPI because every message exchange requires blocking

all workers and waiting until all workers have �nished receiving

their messages. The purpose of this experiment is to show that,

despite these additional constraints, QFrag has performance in line

with TriAD, which in turn has been shown to clearly outperform

other Hadoop-based solutions [16]. TriAD is not designed to scale

to more than 32 processes, so we run both TriAD and QFrag with

32 processes to compare their performance. The results, reported in

Figure 10, show a trend similar to the comparison with sequential

execution. TriAD outperforms QFrag on the smaller dataset and

simpler queries. The running times for QFrag are all very similar,

due to a constant overhead of running on top of Hadoop. In relative

terms, TriAD can be more than ten times faster, but in absolute

terms, the di�erences are in the order of few seconds, which is not a

very signi�cant di�erence even in case of interactive analytics. For

more complex queries with a larger number of query vertices and

larger intermediate results, such as Q8, QFrag is faster than TriAD.

This di�erence is particularly evident on larger datasets such as

YouTube, where QFrag is more than �ve times faster than TriAD.

QFrag compares favorably to GraphFrames and TriAD because

the latter distribute the input graph. They can store larger graphs,

but they must also shu�e a larger fraction of an already large

intermediate state across workers.

Unlabeled (structural) queries. Surprisingly, all our baselines

are unable to run any of the unlabeled queries on our datasets, and

crash. These results are summarized in Figure 11, which shows the

fraction of queries each system is able to run on di�erent datasets.

Most systems are able to run unlabeled queries on smaller test

datasets, but as the scale of the task grows all the baselines fail.

QFrag is able to run most queries on most datasets. However,

Q8u presents a challenge even for our system. The system does not

crash, but it takes more than 12 hours to complete, so we abort it.

This result is a reminder that even though QFrag is a substantial

improvement over the state-of-the-art, the task is still NP-hard and

there will always be limits to the complexity of queries we can hope

to run. These unlabeled queries have a high degree of symmetry, so

they could bene�t from techniques for exploiting symmetry [19, 29].

Extending QFrag to these techniques is left as future work.

Overall, these results show that QFrag consistently outperforms

other systems in processing more complex queries on larger dataset.

5.4 Parallelization Policies (RQ3)
The QFrag framework allows to transparently scale a centralized

graph exploration implementation to several servers, by using dif-

ferent underlying work distribution policies. We now compare the

two policies, embarrassingly parallel and task fragmentation, using

from 32 to 320 workers. We report results on all datasets for three

unlabeled queries that can run on all the range of workers: Q5u,

Q6u and Q7u. As discussed previously, only QFrag is able to run

these queries on the datasets we consider. In order to isolate the

overhead of writing to HFDS, in these experiments QFrag does not

output the embeddings.

Figure 12 reports the speedup of the di�erent variants of QFrag

over the sequential execution. The speedup when using embar-

rassingly parallel with 128 workers is 4 times higher than the one

using 32 workers. When using more workers, the gains are still

present but less signi�cant. The scalability gain with embarrass-

ingly parallel distribution is in 25-65% range for Patent, and 34-83%

for YouTube. This decrease in e�ciency is due to the presence of

skew in the workload, which hinders further parallelization.

The high e�ciency of local computation in QFrag makes the

cost of coordination comparatively higher, especially at larger scale,

so the relative gains of increasing scalability become lower as the
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size of the cluster increases. As observed also by McSherry et al.

[27], scalability is easier to achieve in systems with worse baseline

performance because there is more margin to gain. For example,

GraphFrames scales much better than QFrag but does not manage

to achieve the same overall performance.

The task fragmentation policy is able to mitigate skew signif-

icantly, as already shown in Figure 5. The bene�ts of using task

fragmentation depend on the graph and query under consideration.

In fact, sharing load also entails costs in terms of message serializa-

tion and of coordination with other workers. On the two low-skew

graphs (Patent and YouTube), task fragmentation does not present

signi�cant gains over embarrassingly parallel, and its overhead

makes the system slightly slower. Conversely, on the high-skew

graphs (Orkut and LiveJournal), task fragmentation shows a much

better performance over embarrassingly parallel.

To visualize the di�erence between the two policies more clearly,

Figure 13 shows the speedup of task fragmentation over embarrass-

ingly parallel for each con�guration. While for Patent and YouTube

there is basically no speedup, task fragmentation is up to 4× faster

than embarrassingly parallel on Orkut and YouTube. The di�erence

becomes more signi�cant with higher parallelism, which indicates

that task fragmentation scales better than embarrassingly parallel,

as expected. The architecture of QFrag, which distributes load and

not data, results in very e�cient local graph exploration even with

larger graphs and with analytical queries.

Task fragmentation shows consistent better results overall, with

low overhead when the workload is not skewed, and high gains

when it is.

6 RELATEDWORK
There is has been a large volume of work on distributed graph

search. QFrag di�ers from existing work because of three key design

choices: (i) running on BSP systems, (ii) replicating the input graph

at each worker, and (iii) running independent parallel instances

of a sequential graph matching algorithm (with load balancing).

Previous work looked at di�erent points in the design space, as we

now discuss.

RDF search systems. The Resource Description Framework (RDF)

format is often used for web metadata and for general knowledge

management. It builds a graph among entities (i.e., vertices) by

expressing edges as subject-predicate-object triplets. Several RDF

databases allow storing and querying RDF graphs. We restrict our

discussion to state-of-the-art distributed RDF systems.

TriAD partitions the graph into multiple machines, keeping

copies of each tuple for performance. It also uses graph summa-

rization to avoid looking at parts of the graph that cannot contain

results. Query plans combine three operations: Distributed Index
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Scan, Distributed Merge Join, and Distributed Hash Join. Our eval-

uation shows that QFrag is slower than TriAD in queries that take

milliseconds because it has a constant latency of 2-3 seconds, which

is acceptable for analytic workloads. Such a small gap is remarkable

since TriAD is implemented in C++ using e�cient asynchronous

MPI communication, whereas QFrag is implemented in Java and

runs on top of BSP systems, so it must communicate using expen-

sive synchronous supersteps with global barriers. The advantage

of using QFrag increases with the complexity of the query, mak-

ing QFrag the only system able to deal with very complex queries.

These queries make the advantage of distributing computation,

instead of data, more evident.

AdPart is a more recent RDF search system that, like TriAD,

distributes the input graph among several servers [20]. It is im-

plemented using C++ and MPI. Unlike TriAD, which uses a static

partitioning of the input graph, it incrementally redistributes the

input graph based on access frequency. The system targets queries

whose running time ranges from a few seconds to milliseconds, and

shows that it can improve over TriAD for these queries.

Dream [18] is an RDF search system that replicates the graph at

all servers. Contrary to QFrag, Dream partitions the query graph

into a number of sub-graphs, each of which is handled by a separate

server. Dream then performs a form of distributed joins of the

intermediate results. The goal of query partitioning is to �nd the

best number of servers to execute a query. The maximum number of

servers Dream can use for a given query is bounded by the number

of the query sub-graphs, which in turn is bounded by the size of

the query graph. Dream also reduces the amount of information

that must be exchanged to execute distributed joins: since each

server has a full copy of the database, servers can simply exchange

metadata instead of actual data.

Trinity.RDF [1] is a distributed graph search system that utilizes

an independent key-value store to access the graph. It represents

the graph as a sequence of adjacency lists, one per vertex. Each ad-

jacency list is stored as a key-value pair in the Trinity store, where

the key is the vertex id and the value is the adjacency list [35].

Therefore Trinity.RDF uses the standard approach of distributing

the graph across multiple machines. Trinity.RDF uses a centralized

query proxy to compute a query plan based on graph statistics or

information from indexes. The query plan can either expand a sub-

query or combine two sub-queries and thus can generate disjoint

exploration sub-queries. The exploration is edge based. The design

necessitates a centralized last phase to join all the sub-queries, and

cross-edges, thus while their solution has a smaller intermediate

state compared to distributed joins, it still is not as optimized as

pure subgraph isomorphism. The purpose of query planning in

Trinity.RDF is to minimize communication cost rather than the

computational cost. TriAD, the baseline that we use in our evalua-

tion, has been shown to typically outperform Trinity.RDF [16].

Graph search on BSP-based systems. Systems such as H-RDF-

3X [21] and SHARD [31] are built on top of Hadoop, like QFrag.

They partition the data on HDFS and use MapReduce to coordinate

among workers. Query processing is performed using joins, each

corresponding to one map-reduce iteration. Unlike QFrag, these

systems are disk-based, and have been shown to have substantially

inferior performance compared to TriAD [16], which is one of the

baselines we use in the evaluation.

Other alternatives to QFrag in the BSP world are algorithms for

distributed subgraph listing, which �nd unlabeled patterns using

joins and distribute the data graph among multiple servers [23, 36].

QFrag supports also labeled queries, beyond unlabeled ones.

Load balancing. Because of their rigid computational model, BSP

systems pose unique load balancing challenges compared to other

types of data processing systems, such as for example stream pro-

cessing systems [6, 9, 30, 33, 38, 39]. Prior work on load balancing

and straggler mitigation in BSP systems considers tasks as pre-

de�ned black-boxes whose functionality cannot be modi�ed, and

focuses on task scheduling techniques [3, 11, 42].

Task fragmentation also addresses the straggler problem but it

takes a di�erent approach: it breaks tasks into multiple sub-tasks

and balances load by shu�ing intermediate data between these

sub-tasks.

A well-known scheduling technique to balance load among a set

of workers, especially in multi-threaded settings, is work stealing

(see for example [5]). In a distributed setting, work stealing requires

workers to pull work from others whenever they are idle. This

approach is di�cult to implement on top of BSP systems. Every time

a fast worker wants to pull some work, it needs to block and wait for

the end of the current superstep. Slower workers need to proactively

interrupt their work before they can be even contacted by the

fast worker, terminate the superstep, and check if there is need

to redistribute the work. This requires additional supersteps, may

frequently and unnecessarily interrupt computation for all workers,

and can result into the same sort of load balancing problems we are

trying to solve. In addition, BSP systems are designed for push-style

communication, where senders proactively stop computation and

send data to others. Executing a pull in a BSP system requires two

supersteps: in the �rst superstep, a worker contacts other workers

from which it wants to pull; in the second superstep it receives

messages from the contacted workers.

Task fragmentation uses a push-based approach where workers

execute a balanced amount of work and push the rest to the other

workers. This choice makes it a technique that can be easily used

on top of any BSP system.

7 CONCLUSION
Graph search is a well-studied problem in the literature. Existing

work on systems for distributed graph search has mainly focused

on serving queries with high selectivity on large graphs. However,

the graph search problem is NP-hard, so running analytical queries

even on small graphs can quickly become computationally inten-

sive. For this reason, there exists a rich literature on sequential

algorithms for subgraph isomorphism that are designed to optimize

the graph exploration, which is the real bottleneck. In addition, a

large majority of graph datasets can be represented in an e�cient

binary form that can �t in the memory of a single machine, es-

pecially given the increased availability of cheap and large main

memory.

Based on these observations, we have proposed QFrag, a sys-

tem for distributed graph search that is based on two fundamental

design choices: replicating the input graph at every worker, and
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parallelizing e�cient subgraph isomorphism algorithms. QFrag is

able to run complex analytical queries that no other system can

run. To do so, QFrag employs task fragmentation, a load balanc-

ing technique designed to deal with deceitfully parallel problems

and stragglers in BSP systems. We show that task fragmentation

improves over a naïve strategy by up to four times.

Overall, we believe that the design principles introduced by

QFrag open up many interesting research questions in terms of how

to optimize load balancing in BSP systems, and QFrag represents

just a �rst step in this direction.
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